RESULT OF COMBINED PHARMACY ENTRANCE TEST- 2020

Course: D. Pharm.

Online combined entrance test for admission into 2 years D. Pharm. programme under the School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, USTM for the academic session 2020-21 was held on 12th July 2020 and the following candidates have been selected in order of merit:

List-A

DPH2020111385, DPH20201110994, DPH2020111351, DPH2020111146, DPH2020111470, DPH2020111272, DPH20201110770, DPH2020111339, DPH2020111264, DPH2020110141, DPH2020110003, DPH2020111442, DPH2020110528, DPH2020110416, DPH2020111143, DPH2020111687, DPH2020111539, DPH2020110507, DPH2020111444, DPH2020110416, DPH2020110606, DPH2020111689, DPH2020111337, DPH2020110993, DPH2020111668, DPH2020121007, DPH2020111023, DPH2020111018, DPH2020111043, DPH2020110887, DPH2020110850, DPH2020111561, DPHOL20201101, ERDF-122, ERDF-138, ERDF-47, ERDF-24, ERDF-50, ERDF-143, ERDF-106, ERDF-166, ERDF-127, ERDF-146

The selected candidates shall take online admission on 15th – 20th July 2020 through the admission portal https://admission.ustm.org.in with their log in credential given at the time of registration. If any student from the merit list does not take admission during this period, the seats will be filled up from the waiting list after 20th July 2020 as per rule. The waiting list will be released soon.

Management Quota Admission:

As per the policy of the University 20% of the intake will be filled up under Management Quota and admission will be given to the candidates who are eligible as per prescribed criteria having good percentage and who is willing to contribute financially for the development of the University. The candidate who is enlisted in the waiting list can also approach for admission under Management Quota.

N.B: Requirement at the time of admission:

➢ Scan Copy of Certificates and mark sheet from HSLC onwards
➢ Requisite amount of admission fee can be transfer through NetBanking/NEFT/Credit Card/Debit Card/Googlepay etc.as per payment Gateway.

Sd/-

Dy. Controller of Examinations & Admissions
Copy to:

1. PS to Hon’ble Chancellor for kind information of Hon’ble Chancellor.
2. PA to Hon’ble Vice Chancellor for kind information of Hon’ble Vice Chancellor.
3. The Registrar, USTM
4. Academic Registrar
5. Dean, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences.
6. Web administrator to upload in university website
8. Office File
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